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Dualities between Cellular Sheaves and Cosheaves

Justin Michael Curry

Department of Mathematics, Duke University, Durham NC, USA

Abstract

This paper affirms a conjecture of MacPherson—that the derived category
of cellular sheaves is equivalent to the derived category of cellular cosheaves.
We give a self-contained treatment of cellular sheaves and cosheaves and
note that certain classical dualities give rise to an exchange of sheaves with
cosheaves. Following a result of Pitts that states that cosheaves are cocon-
tinuous functors on the category of sheaves, we use the derived equivalence
provided here to gain a novel description of compactly-supported sheaf co-
homology.
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1. Introduction

The utility of sheaf theory in mathematics is manifest. What is less ob-
vious is the utility of cosheaves, where data is assigned to open sets in a
covariant way, i.e. a cosheaf assigns to a pair of open sets U ⊆ V a pair of
objects and a morphism between them F̂(U) → F̂(V). The relative absence of
cosheaves from the literature is surprising since the simplest possible topolog-
ical invariant, π0, is a cosheaf [1, 2]. Moreover, whenever we are given a sheaf
F the association that takes an open set to the derived group of compactly
supported sections is also a cosheaf [3, 4]:

U � RΓc(U; F)

This paper proves that in the special case of cellular sheaves and cosheaves
the above association establishes a derived equivalence of categories, thereby
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